Professional Plan
Empower everyone to be data driven

Solution Overview.

The all-in-one solution for data and analytics where data teams, analytics teams and business teams can collaborate in real time on building and consuming data and analytics.

How It Works.

Connect Data
Data is automatically cataloged and searchable

Build Dataset
Use the visual dataset builder to transform data

Visualize
With just a few clicks visualize data with charts

Why Promethium.

Boost Productivity
Reduce complexity and improve access so more teams can work faster

Great Value
All-in-one SaaS solution that can be used day one

Self Service
Self Service Data and Self Service Analytics made possible and easy
Discover Data
Find and instantly use data in any connected data source with natural language search. Automated data catalog.

Build Datasets
Build and share datasets faster than ever before without manual coding. SQL editor available if needed.

Analyze
Built for speed, creating and sharing visualizations is fast and easy.

Collaborate
Know what is being used and what isn’t. Crowdsource reviews and feedback.

Learn more at promethium.ai
The Promethium Difference.
Powerful enough for Data Engineers, easy enough for Business Teams

Great Value: Low monthly subscription, nothing to install and no professional services needed.

Fast & Efficient: All-in-one low code solution for building sharing and consuming datasets faster and easier.

Effortless Access: See all your data in one place and immediately use it. Give data consumers instant access to published datasets and reports.

Collaboration: Bring data and analytics teams together with data consumers so everyone gets what they need faster.

Connectivity: Easily connect to popular databases, data warehouses, data lakes. Snowflake, PostgreSQL, Athena, Oracle, Trino, Redshift

Secure: Data is not moved to or stored in Promethium. Role based access control.

Fast Start: Results day one, not months or years later. No professional services required.

Customers Love Promethium
Read the 5 Star Reviews

Promethium
Data and Analytics - Others
4.7 stars